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stanisław rosik
Introduction
International Research Project:
“Poland and Pomerania in shaping European civilisation
(from the era of Slavic tribes to the turn of the 13th century)”

The medieval lands indicated in the Project’s title have their modern albeit different continuations: Poland is a state – a political entity, while Pomerania is a historical land (divided into several administrative regions) situated on both sides
of the Odra river within the boundaries of Poland and Germany. This situation is
reminiscent of the history of the land in the 10th–12th centuries when it was an
object of political and military expansion of its neighbours: Poland, Germany and
Denmark. Yet, at the same time various social and political entities formed there
and their denizens became known under a collective name of “Pomeranians”. In
its etymology the name refers to the people inhabiting the strip of land “by the
sea” and has its local, coastal origins, but in the first half of the 11th century it was
transposed onto the communities inhabiting the vast land, known as Pomerania
(Pomorze) between the Noteć river in the south, the Baltic in the north and the
lower Vistula and the lower Odra rivers (and in the 12th century also in the west
of the Odra).
In the first half of the 12th century Pomerania was permanently incorporated
into the political network of countries belonging to the cultural circle of Latin
Christianitas. Historical sciences of the 19th and 20th centuries attributed the key
role in this process to the Polish military expansion, with the assumption that as
a result of the conquest the territories of the eastern part of the land by the sea were
directly incorporated into Poland (in 1119 at the latest) and then Christianised already remaining under the Polish ecclesiastical administration. The history of the
West-Pomeranian duchy developed differently – despite military subjugation to
Bolesław Krzywousty (the Wrymouth) in ca. 1120, it maintained its political inde-
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pendence to become an element of the Central-European political system, where
the supremacy was in the hands of the German rulers of the Roman Empire.
On the initiative of Bolesław Krzywousty the bishop of Bamberg, St Otto, carried out an evangelising mission in Western Pomerania in 1124-1125. He established
Christian communities with churches and priests in the local centres. This ecclesiastical network was expanded during his second mission on the Baltic in 1128
with a few centres established in the west of the Odra in the Lutician lands subjugated by the duchy of Western Pomerania. Thus social and organisational foundations were laid for the bishopric established in 1140 in Wolin but known as the
Pomeranian. Quite significantly, in his mission Otto of Bamberg was aided by the
Western-Pomeranian duke Wartislaw I, who – at the moment when the bishop arrived in his lands – had for long been baptised and supported the introduction of
the new religion.
However, until the Polish conquest and the resulting imposition of obligatory conversion by Bolesław Krzywousty Wartislaw alone was unable to introduce
Christianity among his subjects as he would have risked not only a loss of their
support at the assemblies (where pagan oracles played an important role) but also
his life. Yet, there were Christians in his retinue and he maintained political links
with Christian monarchies. His reign constituted an example of cohabitation of
already baptised elites with pagan subjects, also known from northern Polabia. In
Pomerania itself, and especially in its most populous urban centres involved in
long-range trade, such as Wolin and Szczecin, as early as in the 11th century there
were confirmed groups of Christians who may have emigrated there even earlier,
while some Pomeranians had already been baptised due to various types of contacts with the circle of their Christian neighbours.
The foundations for grafting Christianity in Pomerania were thus laid in the
12th century and the local elites were keenly interested in strengthening their ties
with Christians living outside its borders (trade, political and military alliances,
marriages, etc.). The development of these relations was hindered not only by the
religious barrier existing between the Pomeranians and their Christian neighbours
but also by mutual raids and instances of kidnapping for ransom or enslavement. In
this situation what was at stake in political and military terms was the status which
Pomeranian political entities were to gain joining the system of countries centred
around the empire, and primarily in their relations with the Piast monarchy, since
despite Bolesław Krzywousty’s spectacularly successful invasions – such as that of
ca. 1120 – they never resulted in lasting subjugation of Pomerania to Poland.
In view of the above, the concept describing the mechanism of incorporating
Pomerania into the circle of Christianitas in two stages: a conquest and a subsequent subjugation to Poland resulting in Christianisation needs to be revised. It
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seems more justified to interpret the building of ecclesiastical links and the conversion itself as a process parallel to the tightening of political relations (sometimes
involving the military element)1 . It is also worth bearing in mind that the relations
between Poland and Pomerania were at that time an element of a broader system
of international relations involving Germany, Denmark and Sweden. On the other
hand political and religious influences of pagan Rugia as well as those of the duchy
of the Obodrites itself wavering between paganism and Christianity were still alive
in the region.
Entangled in this complex system of relations, Pomerania was incorporated into
the Latin sphere of medieval European civilisation, i.e. – as Lech Leciejewicz called
it in the title of his synthesis from 20002 – in the post-ancient “new form of the
world” that emerged in its basic form at the turn of the 11th century. In the case of
Pomerania it was the culmination of the process that began at least in the second
half of the 10th century, when the coastal regions were subjugated by the monarchy
of the first Piasts. However, they eventually lost their control over Pomerania after the crisis which the monarchy experienced in the 1030s. As a result Pomerania
became a space where the social and political entities mentioned above emerged,
which were not only able to resist foreign expansion but also to undertake offensive
and diplomatic action in their foreign policy. In the Polish context the Pomeranians intermarried with the Piasts, sometimes becoming involved in the internal
conflicts that shook the monarchy.
The contacts probably originated in the times of Mieszko I and Bolesław Chrobry, constituting an element in their policy of expanding their influence. During
their reign they also initiated the first attempts at grafting Christianity in the Baltic
region. Let us not forget that it was the time of “renovating Rome” by the Ottonian
dynasty – a process to which Poland contributed, thus acquiring its own ecclesiastic organisation (the archdiocese in Gniezno established in 1000). Thus a Christian
monarchy formed in Poland, originally organised (as substantiated by the archaeological research of the last few decades) as a network of strongholds in Greater

1 Bolesław Krzywousty’s ecclesiastical policy in Pomerania (and especially the establishment of bishoprics)
was thus not only an attempt at consolidating military conquests but a way of expanding the sphere of Polish
influence – no less significant that military action. This view is corroborated in sources, especially concerning
western Pomerania, but it should also be taken into account in the case of Pomerania’s eastern part. The conviction
that it was permanently incorporated into Poland in 1119 is based on the annals describing Bolesław Krzywousty’s
invasion of Pomerania as a whole, and not only the eastern part of it. So the hypothesis that they focus specifically
on its eastern part is now disputed. See: S. Rosik, Bolesław Krzywousty, Wrocław 2013; idem, O pożytku z lektury
Galla Anonima w badaniu po-Gallowych czasów. Na przykładzie pomorskich podbojów Bolesława Krzywoustego,
[in:] Nobis operique favete. Studia nad Gallem Anonimem, ed. A. Dąbrówka, E. Skibiński, W. Wojtowicz, Warszawa
2017, pp. 151–160.
2 L. Leciejewicz, Nowa postać świata. Narodziny średniowiecznej cywilizacji europejskiej, Wrocław 2000.
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Poland at least a quarter of a century before Mieszko’s I baptism (traditionally dated
to 966) and the arrival of the first bishop named Iordan in his lands (dated to 968).
Polish statehood emerged as a new quality in comparison with tribal social and
political structures. The Pomeranian element in its development transpired to be
crucial: trade with the coastal centres solidified the affluence of the Piast elite while
attempts to extend their rule to the Baltic coast constituted an important impetus
in the development of a young state. The crisis of the 1030s forced changes in its
organisation, decreasing the significance of the factors mentioned above for its
existence, yet northward expansion had become a permanent element of the Piasts’
policy.
The Pomeranians were then confined to the sphere of Barbaricum, obviously
as perceived by their neighbours from the circle of Christianitas. This ideological
and pejorative description of their status essentially resulted from their attachment
to vernacular beliefs and cults and increasingly less from their cultural disparity.
While state and ecclesiastical structures of the early Piasts’ Poland never took deep
root in the area, the development of supra-tribal ducal authority went on, possibly
in emulation of the relics of the organisation patterns of the monarchy of the first
Piasts.
Emergence of the early towns seems even more significant for the erosion of
local tribal structures. Initially Wolin was the most important with its emporium functioning as early as in the 9th century, but Szczecin took over in the
mid-11th century. At the turn of the 11th century Kołobrzeg on the Parsęta river and
Gdańsk situated in the Vistula estuary also became important economic centres.
The strongholds erected there were at the same time the centres of ducal authority, similarly as Białogard and Kamień. Strategic significance of the Pomeranian
strongholds situated in the border zone on the Noteć river in the 11th and 12th
centuries should also be emphasised.
Despite liberating itself from the authority of the Piasts in the 11th century,
Pomerania did not cease to undergo social and political transformations, evolving
towards the circle of European civilisation – especially in terms of the development of towns and structure of power. Considering the degree of the development
of the early urban centres in the Odra estuary, Pomerania even predominated over
neighbouring Poland. In this context it is hardly surprising that the process of incorporating western-Pomeranian duchy into the Latin circle of European civilisation due to Christianisation and joining the political system centred on the empire
developed so rapidly.
Exactly this dynamics of accession of Pomerania (primarily its western part)
to Europe seen as a cultural entity renders it a classic example of medieval “Europeanisation”, albeit in conjunction with a subsequent historical phase – coloni-
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sation under German law in the 13th century. This interpretation emphasises the
reception of patterns and institutions of social life from outside, which renders
Poland in the 12th century the main exporter of “Europeanisation” to this coastal
area through conquest and Christianisation (after Robert Bartlet in his synthesis
from 19933 , among others). Yet, this research strategy largely ignores the subjectivity of the Pomeranians, which exposes this concept – admittedly in many ways
cognitively valid – to the accusations of being fragmentary and biased. It is also
worth emphasising here that in this case we are talking about “Europeanisation”
(or rather occidentalisation) of Europe perceived not only in terms of geography
but also as a civilisational community, which in the 11th century comprised the
lands from Byzantium to post-Carolingian West, British Isles, Scandinavia, central Europe and Rus’.
The processes of integration of Pomerania in cultural Europe outlined above
are at this general level more precisely characterised by the category of civilisational breakthrough understood as the emergence of a state, town, culture of writing, and in this particular context, as the reception of Christianity and the heritage of antiquity (and in politics the idea of Roman universalism). The Project
aims at highlighting these transformations, focusing on presenting a common –
albeit not devoid of conflict – Polish-Pomeranian contribution in reclaiming the
post-tribal world. It thus focuses on the interactions between Poland and Pomerania, yet perceived in a wider context. On the other hand the comparative analysis of
the researched phenomena is equally important, revealing basic analogies and differences not only between the Polish and Pomeranian spheres but also in relation
to their neighbours.
This conference is devoted to this broadly determined territorial scope of research. It is yet another meeting in the series outlined by the Project (after the
inauguration in 2014 and two workshops in 2015 and 2017) and – similarly as the
previous ones – it aims at analytical broadening of the basis for the synthetic study
planned for the final stage. It is thus of utmost importance to continue the analysis
of medieval historiography, annals, hagiographies and diplomatic sources on the
one hand and on the other – to complement the source base, which is exemplified
by archaeological excavations planned for three years in the Rega river basin – the
area less extensively explored than other parts of Pomerania – and the excavations
in Germany (Stolpe).
Even a preliminary scrutiny of the issues undertaken in the Project revealed
the perspective for profound rethinking of current scholarly views marginalising
the Pomeranian contribution (in comparison with Poland and other neighbours)
3

R. Bartlett, The Making of Europe: Conquest, Colonization, and Cultural Change, 950–1350, London 1993.
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in the civilisational breakthrough taking place on the Baltic and in Poland in the
10th–12th centuries. The basic aspects of this multi-dimensional process need reassessment, beginning with the very emergence of such entities as Poland/Poles
and Pomerania/Pomeranians in the mental sphere of the Middle Ages; how they
were seen from the foreign perspective and how the legendary origines were created
is of key significance here. It is worth bearing in mind that the “tribe of the Pomeranians” (gens Pomeranorum) is essentially a pseudo-ethnonym which formed in the
11th and 12th centuries by attributing it with ancient roots. It is also a perfect example of adopting the past of the post-barbarian lands to the common, legendary
memoria in the sphere of Latin Christianitas.
Thus were the identity and ideological basis for political action acquired by the
communities embraced by the structures of the state and the Church. Next to the
issue of development of centres of power and economic life, including early towns,
the emergence of these communities constitutes the Project’s central research area.
This also comprises the study of communication routes and long-range trade as
well as geo-political location of Poland and Pomerania – the space subject to various influences – not only to those from the post-Carolingian West but also from
the Viking North. Contacts with the remaining neighbours – close and distant –
were also taken into account, including pagan Elb-Slavs and the Baltic tribes or
Byzantium and the peoples of the steppes.
The studies of tribal oecumenes existing in the territories of Poland and
Pomerania constitute the point of departure for the discussion of the economic,
military and demographic potentials of the respective lands, with special emphasis placed on the issue of political and military expansion – especially in the course
of the 12th century the latter was increasingly more consistently justified with the
concepts of just, holy or missionary war, becoming an element of ideological confrontation accompanying Christianisation of pagan peoples.
These fundamental issues of the Project include missions, forming of ecclesiastical organisation and infrastructure, introduction and reception of new religious
customs, laws and practices (including skeleton burials in churchyards) and such
transitory phenomena as the evolution of local Slavic beliefs and cults under the
influence of contacts with Christianity, culminating in the emergence of syncretic
religiousness. This is an example of an intercultural dialogue, which began before
the onset of formal Christianisation, but also developed in other dimensions of
symbolic culture (e.g. the rituals of concluding political treaties). Thus were the
foundations laid for the reception of elite, knightly culture, which is interestingly
exemplified by the reception of the idea of crusades in the Pomeranian circles in
the 13th century.
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Similarly as Poland earlier, Pomerania of the time may be recognised as an “exporter” of medieval Europeanisation, which proves how strong Pomerania’s ties
with European civilisation had already become. To complete the picture of these
ongoing transformations it is necessary to take into account – as their driving force
– the dynamics of international policy in the period from the 10th till the 12th
centuries. It was during that game that these two neighbouring communities of
Poles and Pomeranians, tightly connected by the common historical fate, emerged
– even presented as brotherly and equal in St Otto’s hagiography written in the
mid-12th century.
These categories of the medieval image of the world significantly affected the
beginnings of the scholarly dispute of the issues outlined in the Project. Their
scholarly origins are rooted in the 19th century historiography, and therefore any
attempt at a reflection on them involves the need to demythologise a number of
views embroiled in social and political contexts of the bygone era. Especially at
the end of the work on the synthetic presentation of the Project’s results the ongoing discussion of the history of historiography and research methodology will gain
a particular significance. Their strategies mentioned above, such as a civilisational
breakthrough or Europeanisation, do not exhaust the range of inspirations for further research and prompt other theoretical proposals (e.g. post-colonialism).
As far as the condition of the research is concerned the achievements of
Polish and German science of history of the last two centuries are of fundamental
significance for the Project. The studies of historiography carried out in other
countries and presented at this conference constitute a valuable complement of
this dimension of the work. They also testify to the presence of Polish-Pomeranian
issues in the medieval studies in the international scholarly circulation, which will
enable more precise formulation of the suggestions concerning dissemination of
the results of the research carried out in the Project.
Translated by Bartłomiej Madejski

andrzej janowski, grzegorz kiarszys
Archaeological research in the Rega river basin (2015-2017).
A part of the Project

In the opinion of scholars western Pomerania is one of the best-known archaeological regions in Poland. While it is true, the problem is an uneven distribution
of research accents. So far, the river basin of Rega has been treated as the terra
incognita. The knowledge of the occupation of this area during the early Middle
Ages practically has not developed since World War II. Some of the researchers
interpreted this area as an uninhabited land or a buffer zone between two tribes.
In our opinion the research potential of the region has been neglected. Surface
surveys conducted since the late 1970s registered approximately 1,000 early medieval sites, including more than 50 strongholds. The problem was that they were
insufficiently reconnoitered.
The first step in the empirical stage of research was an archival query that aimed
at identifying all known medieval strongholds from the area of interest. The collected information was compared in the GIS database with airborne laser scanning
visualizations, contemporary topographical maps and vertical aerial photographs.
During this process some previously unknown early-medieval strongholds were
discovered and added to the database, some other features, e.g. late medieval motte
castles, were omitted, as their chronology reaches beyond the scope of this research. The final empirical stage of the study was field verification. It was based on
fieldwalking and test excavations. It aimed at confirming the structures registered
through ALS data as well as gathering artefacts and dendrochronological samples
which potentially may prove to be useful in determining the chronology of the
studied earthworks. In that way we aim at determining the set of early-medieval
strongholds from the Rega valley that could have co-existed and functioned as
a network of fortified settlements. Such an approach will allow us to study the settlement processes and dynamic changes of local societies that inhabited the studied
area in the early-medieval period.
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Strongholds in the Rega valley (Author: A. Janowski)

Recent advancements in the field of airborne remote sensing techniques, together with the decrease of implementation costs, have significantly facilitated
their use in archaeological landscape studies. This process can also be observed in
Polish archaeology, where the widespread use of non-destructive techniques has
recently become quite common, especially thanks to the results of the ISOK programme, which offers open access to airborne laser scanning data from Poland for
scientific purposes.
Airborne laser scanning is an active remote sensing technique based on lidar
technology. It allows collecting a large number of very precise measurements of
the earth’s surface. The main result of the airborne laser scanning is a ’point cloud’,
which can be later processed in a computer application and visualized as a 3D
model. Due to the used algorithms it is possible to ’remove’ vegetation, buildings
and other contemporary object from the dataset. In this way a detailed digital ter-
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ALS visualization (analytical hill shading) of early medieval stronghold at Brzeźniak (Author: G. Kiarszys)

rain model of bare earth’s surface can be created, which allows registering archaeological features that would otherwise remain undetected under the tree canopy.
The Rega valley is a densely forested area, which limits the use of traditional
archaeological prospection methods such as fieldwalking or aerial photography.
The potential of the airborne laser scanning allows us to study efficiently remote
places hard to reach. The 3D models of the early-medieval earthworks processed
during the research are often the first detailed spatial documentation of many of
archaeological sites from the studied area. We have to keep in mind, however, that
the ALS can only register archaeological features with microtopography, i.e. if an
archaeological site was levelled over the years and has no visible earthworks, it may
remain undetected. Thus, to partially fill those gaps, we try to integrate destructive
and non-destructive archaeological methods.
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Early medieval stronghold at Brzeźniak. View from the Southern-East (Author: A. Janowski)

Early medieval stronghold at Brzeźniak. Southern profile in trench no. 1 (Author: A. Janowski)

Archaeological research in the Rega river basin (2015-2017). A part of the Project
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During last the 3 years test excavations were carried out at 32 archaeological
sites in the Rega valley, which allowed verification of our knowledge about their
chronology and in some cases determining – their primal function. We examined
26 sites that were known earlier and discovered further 6 new strongholds. Sixteen
of them were confirmed as strongholds from the 8th–9th c., further 5 sites as
strongholds from the10th–11th c. Some of them were located on older settlements
dated back to the early Middle Ages and Hallstatt period. Five sites were verified
as late-medieval strongholds (motte castles). In one case the motte castle was built
on an early medieval settlement. In two cases we discovered sites from Hallstatt
period were discovered. In the case of another two strongholds we encountered
a problem in determining the chronology due to lack of any artefacts. Two alleged
strongholds were not confirmed.
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Andrzej Janowski and Grzegorz Kiarszys, Archaeological research in the Rega
river basin (2015-2017). A part of the Project “Poland and Pomerania in shaping
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Geografie bis zum 13. Jh.
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Waldemar Könighaus, Pommern zwischen dem Papsttum, dem Reich
und Polen bis zum Anfang des 13. Jh.
Monika Rusakiewicz, Donation of wax as an example in memory of Otto
of Bamberg in Pomerania (12th–13th century)
Discussion
break
11.25-13.15. Chair: Marian Rębkowski
Andreas Kieseler, Baustoffe und Bauorganisation beim Burgenbau im
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15.00-16.15. Chair: Zbigniew Dalewski
Tomasz Wiślicz, Postcolonial readings of the Medieval History
of Pomerania
Daniel Bagi, Das Duell vom Fürsten Bela gegen den pommerschen Ritter.
Die polnisch-pommersche Frage in der Ungarischen Chronik
Discussion
break
16.30-18.15. Chair: Zbigniew Dalewski
Joanna Sobiesiak, The earliest connections between Poland and Western
Pomerania in Medieval and Modern Czech Historiography
Karol Kollinger, Polish-Pomeranian relations during the tribal and early state
period in Old Rus’. Sources and the Modern Russian Historiography
Serhij Seriakov, The beginnings of Poland and Pomerania in contemporary
Ukrainian scholarship
Discussion
break
18.25-19.10. Chair: Andrzej Pleszczyński
Round table: Conclusions of the session
19.30. Dinner
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saturday (18.11.2017)
Institute of History, University of Wrocław, Szewska Str. 49
10.00-12.30. Warsztat Projektu / Project workshop
Marie Bláhová, Proměny termínu civitas mezi antikou a (pozdním) středověkem
[Transformations of the term civitas between ancient and (late) medieval times]
Andrzej Janowski, Wykopaliska w dorzeczu Regi (sezon 2017)
[Excavations in the Rega river basin (season 2017)]
Feliks Biermann, Ausgrabungen in Stolpe an der Oder (Oktober 2017)
[Excavations in Stolpe an der Oder (October 2017)]
Dyskusja / Discussion
Podsumowanie konferencji i omówienie dalszych prac w ramach Projektu
[Summary of the conference and discussion of further works of the Project]
13.00 Lunch
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adam krawiec
Poland and Pomerania in imaginative geography until the 13th century
The paper addresses the issue of how the image of Pomeranian lands formed in
European imaginative geography until the 13th century. It commences with the
analysis of the sources from the antiquity containing earliest information that may
be associated with the area of later Pomerania. Further on it focuses on written
sources of diverse nature from the Latin cultural circle, presenting how the discussed area was conceptualised in the early medieval texts. It will also discuss the
oldest evidence found in the sources concerning the functioning of the name of
“Pomerania” and its derivatives, and especially the ethnonym of “Pomeranians”.
Special attention will be paid to how Pomerania was presented as a geographical
entity in Gallus Anonymus’s chronicle – the oldest text thematising the issues related to the discussed area. It will analyse the way in which Gallus creates the image
of Pomerania, not only as “the setting” for the exploits of the consecutive representatives of the Piast dynasty which he recounts but also as a geographical entity in its
own right existing within the concept of space outlined in the chronicle. a question
about the reason for such a way of presenting Pomerania will be set. Another essential source analysed with geographical images of Pomerania in mind will be the
12th century lives of St Otto of Bamberg. Presence, or to be more precise, the reasons of almost complete absence of references to Pomerania on the maps drawn in
the Early Middle Ages will also be discussed. a symbolic end point for the discussion is the first known direct reference to the notions of Pomerania/Pomeranians
in the cartography from the 13th century map from Ebstorf.
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aleksandr musin
Bomerania on the mental map of medieval Eastern Europe: a blank spot
or a trouble spot?
The general perception of modern humanities in Russia of Pomeranian Slavs is
determined by the recent historiography, which culminates in the re-invention of
the early history of eastern Europe in late medieval writings. The imagination of
the past of the Baltic realm is additionally fuelled by the lack of reliable historical
sources. Archeology testifies to a very limited impulse from the south Baltic
coastline in the mid-10th century, which led to the introduction of turned pottery
making in the Novgorod Land. The period of the 11th-12th centuries is bears no
evidence of cultural contacts or transfers between the two regions, while their
material cultures and social organisations developed in different ways. In Rus’
Primary Chronicle the поморaне (cf. Pomerani / Bomeranoi) are mentioned only
once and regarded as a kind of the Poles (Lyakhi). In Novgorod Chronicle the
term “гость поморьскыи и заморьскыи” is used to describe German merchants.
Bomerania constituted a blank spot on the mental map of eastern Europe, which
regarded local tribes as vassals of the Holy Roman Empire or a part of the Piast
monarchy. The contacts inside the circum-Baltic civilisation depended on the
Vikings, and the end of the Viking period led to the end of cultural transfers. Only
in the second half of the 15th century was the eastern part of Bomerania “appointed”
as homeland of Ryurik due to the Novgorod-Muscovy challenges. During the next
centuries the early modern historiography transformed the Waigri and Wagria into
the Varangians and Varangia. In the 18th century Michal Lomonosov combined
different historical imaginations and turned them into the “Roxolanismus”, a Russian version of the Polish “Sarmatismus”. Today, the “neo-antinormanist” myth,
which continues to insist on the identity of the Roxolani, the Rus’ and the Rugi
and attributes to the latter the attack of Constantinople in 860, transforms an
academic problem into a trouble spot on the mental map of the Middle Ages.

andrzej pleszczyński
Changes in the spatial functioning of power in Poland from the early Middle
Ages until the 13th century. The example of the Province of Sandomierz
The community of Polish medievalists has recently been involved in a debate concerning the form of territorial administration of the early Piasts’ state. Some scholars tend to adhere to the old thesis formulated almost 50 years ago by a prominent
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researcher Karol Modzelewski – then the academic active in Wrocław, the other
support Sławomir Gawlas, a generation younger medievalist from Warsaw.
Greatly simplifying the complexity of the case, Prof. Modzelewski maintains
that the system of functioning of the Piasts’ state had much in common with other
Slavic states of that time, constituting a hybrid of eastern, nomadic and local traditions, perhaps with an addition of some Carolingian elements. Prof. Gawlas, however, puts great emphasis on the fact that the Piasts emulated the solutions adopted
in the eastern part of the early medieval German state. The model was supposed
to be the so-called Burgwardorganisation.
The aim of the paper is to show the evidence of the local tribal and state administration discovered by archaeologists and described by written sources in the
territory of the former province of Sandomierz, the largest administration entity
in medieval Poland. The author is also interested in the problem of changes in
the spatial character of functioning of the local power in this province from the
9th to the 13th centuries – the time when the old tribal system collapsed, the first
state ruling centres were established and later a new organisation of local authority
emerged.
All the deliberations will aim at comparing archaeological and historical data
with the theories of the scholars mentioned above.

marek smoliński
Gdańsk, Pomerania and its rulers, and Poland in the 12th century
The origins and status of Pomeranian dukes have for years been a subject of
a heated debate. After Bolesław Krzywousty (Bolesław III Wrymouth) completed
the conquest of Eastern Pomerania in 1119, he tried to unite the conquered lands
with Poland, thus ceding their administration to the Pomeranians who he was related to. In all probability they were the ancestors of the rulers of Gdańsk known
from the second half of the 12th century (Sambor I and his putative father Sobiesław I) and the princeps of Lubiszewo-Tczew – Grzymisław. Initially, similarly as in Western Pomerania, they refrained from using the titles evoking their
own dynastic roots (dux) and used the title emphasising its clerical nature (princeps). The subsequent sources frequently distorted the title and adapted it to the
current situation. This seems to constitute the origins of the titles conferred on
Eastern-Pomeranian rulers: margrave, prefect, capitaneus (captain), etc. Drawing
on these titles and referring to the message from the 14th century conveyed by the
so-called Translatio of St Barbara, some historians negated the dynastic origins
of the subsequent dukes of Gdańsk. The Translatio also claims that the family of
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the duke of Gdańsk, Świętopełk, descended from the Polish knights from the land
of Sieradz. Therefore, some researchers maintain that the family of Sobiesławice
(ducal dynasty from Eastern Pomerania) was descended from the Polish family
of Lis.
The family of Sobiesławice were undoubtedly related to the family of Powała
and it is thus possible that the author of the Translatio of St Barbara had this kinship
with the Polish knighthood in mind. The fact that Mściwój I, the brother of Sambor
I, flaunted his ducal title when appearing in the company of Piast dukes and the
clerical-ecclesiastical elite of the Polish state (at the beginning of the 13th century)
suggests dynastic origins of Eastern-Pomeranian rulers.
In the 13th century Eastern-Pomeranian principes underwent the process
which elevated them to the political elite of Poland. They participated in the coup
d’état in Poland in 1177–1180/81. It seems that afterwards each side of the political
debate in Poland sought their support. In a sense these events paved the way for
the principes of Gdańsk to the change of their legal status, which was substantiated
by the fact that they resumed the use of the ducal title in the official relations with
the Piasts.

jonathan shepard
The early Piasts circumscribed by Byzantium?
Diplomatic, religious and economic coils
Our sole evidence of diplomatic dealings between the early Piasts and Byzantium
is Boleslaw Chrobry’s famous warning to ‘Greece, that was situated nearby’. The
circumstances – Boleslaw’s occupation of Kiev – were exceptional. But even supposing this was a ‘one-off ’, Boleslaw had reason to be Byzantine-aware in a general
sense. Byzantium was ever on the alert for the formation of distant polities of potential military use, and there are repeated hints of imperial interest in East-Central
Europe in the eighth and ninth centuries. Furthermore, Byzantine diplomatic horizons extended as its material resources grew, reaching to England by the late tenth
century, and involving recruitment of leading Svear. At the same time, Eastern holy
men and self-styled ‘bishops’ were reaching England, occasionally gaining political prominence, and subsequently Iceland, too. After Prince Vladimir’s imposition
of Byzantine Christianity on Rus, Byzantine churchmen were organising worship
on the Piasts’ eastern approaches, and Athonite monks were at large in the Polish
lands. It is even possible that a Byzantine bishop took charge of the body and cult
of Bruno of Querfurt after his martyrdom in 1009, a matter of political concern to
Boleslaw. In addition, recent archaeological finds point to the vitality of contacts
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between Gotland, Wolin and Eastern markets in the earlier eleventh century, prefiguring the slightly later evidence of Adam of Bremen. In light of all this, some
sort of symbolic Stellungsnahme vis-à-vis the Byzantine hydra would have been
politic, and Boleslaw could have taken steps in this direction well before attempting to install Sviatopolk Vladimirovich as client-prince in Kiev in 1018.

aleksander paroń
Pomerania (Pomorze) in the Baltic-Black Sea Intermarium: preliminary
remarks on changes in the early medieval communication network
The Baltic-Black Sea Intermarium is characterized by particularly advantageous
communication determined primarily by geographical factors: opening to two
sea basins (one of which enabled communication with the Mediterranean and
the Middle East – main civilization centres of ancient and medieval times);
a favourable system of river networks that opened natural communication channels along the north-south axis, and finally lack of considerable natural obstacles
on the meridional and latitudinal axes. In the second half of the first millennium
AD the geographical assets were reinforced by cultural and political phenomena.
The Intermarium has been dominated by Slavic ethnoses (except for the north and
north-eastern extremities occupied by the Balts and Finno-Ugric peoples, and the
south-eastern steppe periphery controlled by the Turkic peoples); at the end of
millennium the monarchies were finally formed, whose elites accepted baptism.
Historical circumstances sketched above created premises for the emergence
of a very special community capable of comprehensive communication, despite
political differences sometimes leading to fierce competition. The Baltic-Black
Sea Intermarium is thus not an artificial creation, but rather a region where, at
the beginning of period of our interest, there were premises for the emergence
of a specific multi-faceted subsystem. But did it become a fact? If so, how did
it develop in the early Middle Ages? Posing these questions and providing with
preliminary answers for them will allow, I suppose, broadening the perspective
of Polish historiography recently focused mainly on the study of the relations
between the Piast monarchy and the Latin West.
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jakub morawiec
Early medieval Poland and Pomerania in the Scandinavian historiography
One has to admit that Slavs and their territories do not play a great role in
medieval Scandinavian literature. Among other peoples and lands they occupy
a marginal position in the mental worldview, remaining outside the Northern
World. However, Slavs and their representatives feature in important events of
Scandinavian history, like battles of Hjørungavåg and Svoldr. They also constitute
an important element in the hagiographies of both Olaf Tryggvason and Olaf
Haraldsson (the Saint), Norwegian missionary kings. Without doubt, particular
motifs were constructed on the basis of both general knowledge and various
relations with early medieval Poland and Pomerania. It results in a schematic and
relatively laconic but still intriguing picture of Slavs, their rulers and their lands.
An overview of both this picture and the contributions of modern Scandinavian
historiography will be a topic of my paper.

władysław duczko
Scandinavian presence Early Medieval Poland
In the Viking Age two parts of Poland were influenced by Scandinavian presence:
Pomorze-Pomerania – between the estuary of the Odra river in the west, and the
Vistula river in the east – and Wielkopolska-Greater Poland in the central part of
the country. The evidence of early medieval presence of the Scandinavians comes
from the beginning of the 6th century AD, when weapons, single pieces and
collections (hoards) of ornaments and coins of gold were deposited as offerings.
The artefacts of Scandinavian origin appear in Poland again in the 9th century
AD in Pomerania and in the 10th century AD in Wielkopolska. The greatest
bulk of such objects is concentrated in the emporium of Wolin, where early
(relatively weak) and later (very strong) – from the second part of the 10th century
– evidence of northern presence is easily seen in the form of the buildings, silver
hoards, tools, small religious sculptures and art, especially that with Norse-Insular
ornamentation. In Wolin Danish influence is distinctly seen, but another site
in central Pomerania situated near Kołobrzeg is unique: it was a place where
people from central Sweden lived and died. This is the burial ground in Świelubie,
where a number of graves of males and females were discovered, furnished
with ornaments and weapons typical of the 9th century objects known from the
emporium of Birka.
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The earliest Scandinavian influence in central Poland is substantiated by the
phenomenon of hoards of silver coins and ornaments deposited in the 940s and
later, obviously connected with an intensive stage of developing the domain of the
Piast dynasty, where in the late 10th and early 11th centuries the artefacts with
Norse-Insular ornamentation of the Wolin type as well as many weapons (some
found in burials, some offered in lakes) appear.

darius von güttner-sporzyński
The conquest and Christianisation of Pomerania in the chronicles of Gallus
Anonymous and Bishop Vincentius of Cracow
In the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries Latin Christendom extended
from Iberia (where the reconquista was waged against the Muslims) to the fluid
eastern and northern frontiers of Poland (where Christian religion was introduced
only in late tenth century). The newly converted Christian rulers of Poland, the
Piast dynasty, with a missionary zeal attempted to incorporate the territories of
the “three most savage nations of pagan barbarians, Selencia, Pomerania, and
Prussia”, and to convert them to the Faith. Two narrative sources written in Poland
in the twelfth century, the Gesta principum Polonorum by Gallus Anonymus and
the Chronicle by Bishop Vincentius of Kraków contain various references to holy
war undertaken by the Polish rulers – the Piasts. The Gesta narrates the events
of the Polish conquest of Pomerania (before 1118) and its author justifies it in
the terms of the Augustinian qualifications for just war. The Chronicle provides
a striking example of the transfer of crusading terminology from the Levant to
north central Europe by conceptualising the apostate Prussians as the enemies
of the Holy Faith. Both narratives contain textual references and allusions to
manifestations of holy war – justification for the conquest of pagan neighbours
of Poland in religious terms; and the portrayal of the pagans as the enemies of
Christendom.
In this paper I would like to explore the Polish conquest of Pomerania through
examination of this oldest extant narrative sources from and about Poland
which contain a striking early example of the transfer of crusading ideology and
imagery used by historians of the First Crusade to North Central Europe and
conceptualisation of the pagans as the enemies of Christianity.
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tomasz pełech
Pomerania and the idea of crusade at the time of the Fifth Crusade
In the historiography of the Crusades, the issue of participation of the forces
of the Pomeranian Dukes in the expedition to the Holy Land has not attracted
much attention. However, despite the limited base of sources, it is worthwhile
considering whether the reception of the idea of the crusades in the 13th century
Gryffins’ Duchy was an integral part of the membership in the wider community
of Christianitas. In my paper I discuss the relationships between the Duchy of
Pomerania and the crusading movement at the time of the Fifth Crusade. I focus
on the issue of penetration of the idea of the crusade in Pomerania and on its
influence on the nobles and rulers of the Duchy. The following research questions
are discussed: was the idea known to the Pomeranian dukes? If so, how was the
idea transmitted to the Pomeranian lands? Which particular communities were
related to the idea of the crusade in Pomerania? What was the reception of the
idea? How was it expressed? What was it used for?
The main thesis of the paper is that on the basis of limited sources, especially
diplomatic ones, a fragmentary yet powerful image of the crusading movement
in the Pomeranian lands may be drawn, from which the following occurrences
can be noted: 1) the Pope’s diplomas to the peoples of Pomerania and an increased
activity of the Papal Chancellery concerning Pomeranian lands on the eve of
the Fifth Crusade, 2) the donations made by dukes and local nobles to the
monasteries which were involved or could be involved in the organization of
the Fifth Crusade, 3) the participation of Duke Kazimierz II and Pomeranian
knights in the expedition to Jerusalem and in the crusade to Prussia, 4) the
presence of crusade-related information on the pages of Annales Colbacenses,
5) in the later times (14th and 15th centuries) the legend of duke Kasimir II as
a Pilgrim-Crusader, which was forged on the basis of the duke’s participation
in the Fifth Crusade. It seems that the idea of the crusade affected Pomeranian
lands through three channels, which were 1) the Papal Chancellery 2) the Kingdom of Denmark 3) the Polish lands, especially by the actions of Bishop Chrystian.
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marcin r. pauk
Saxony – Poland – Pomerania.
The process of Christian acculturation on the margins of the Carolingian and
post-Carolingian Europe: evidence of ecclesiastical tithes
In this short paper, devoted to the issue of Christian acculturation in Central Europe, I would like to address only one particular aspect, i.e. ecclesiastical
tithes. The eight-century beginnings of common and compulsory tithing, as
a justified burden established by God alone, seem to be strictly connected with
the Carolingian concept of power, ideology of Franks as a New Israel and their
kings as successors of Old Testament kingship. This grandiloquent notion had its
less distinguished counterpart in the beliefs that associated donation of the tenth
part of crop to the Church with fertility granted or refused by God (e.g. capitulary
of Heristal 778–779, council of Frankfurt 793). For this reason a refusal of tithe
payment, like other kinds of God-offending sins, could have severe consequences
for the prosperity and stability of the whole realm. This explains why the Carolingian rulers, starting from Pippin and Charlemagne, were zealous to merge
the secular sanctions against non-payers with ecclesiastical ones. This policy also
found its application in Saxony during the long-term military conquest and forced
Christianisation of the country. Charlemagne’s famous first Saxon capitulary
known as “Capitulatio de patribus Saxonie” features a passus concerning tithes
given by all strata of Saxon population, whether free or half-free. Harsh execution
of this burden, paid by particular households, is also confirmed by other contemporary sources. Alcuin’s letters sent to Arno of Salzburg, royal chamberlain
Meginfrid and Charlemagne alone in the course of Avar war 796–797, shortly
after a new Saxon uprising, mention harshly exacted tithes that “subverterunt
fidem Saxonum”. Due to these bad experiences Alcuin’s aim was to exert a new
missionary strategy focused more on preaching God’s gospel than exacting tithes.
His sharp criticism was not, it seems, without influence. In the archdiocese of
Salzburg, ruled at that time by Alcuin’s disciple and friend Arn, emerged a special
sort of smaller tithe exacted from the Slavic population, Christianized during and
after the Avar campaigns. It was called “decima Slavorum” and lasted until the
second half of the 11th century, when the archbishop managed to impose tithes
of regular amount. Other records about the reduced amount of Slavic tithes –
including the Bohemian Lands, Transelbian territories and Pomerania – provoke
a vital question of how profound and sustained the influence of Carolingian
missionary practice in central Europe really was.
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waldemar könighaus
Pomerania between the Papacy, the Empire and Poland until the beginning of
the 13th century
This article attempts to reconstruct the process of Christianization and the
diffusion of Christianity in the ‘land by the sea’, referring to the sources –
sometimes quite scarce, especially for the early period. Beginning with the first
noteworthy efforts under the rule of Boleslaw Chrobry to convert the population
and the journeys of the dubious bishop Bernhard to Pomerania, to the two missionary journeys of Otto of Bamberg and the founding of the Pomeranian diocese
in Wolin, and ending with the final constitution of the diocese and a cathedral
chapter in Kammin.
The two missionary journeys of bishop Otto of Bamberg were not only conducted under the protection of the Polish duke but also with a papal blessing. Otto
of Bamberg missionized the Pomeranians during his two journeys and laid down
the foundations for a separate church organization. Therefore, it is not surprising
that the dukes Boleslaw of Poland and Wartislaw of Pomerania, possibly following Otto’s advice, voted for Adalbert as the first Pomeranian bishop and made him
consecrated by the Pope. This recourse to the papacy bears witness to the way territorial rulers as well as the Pope, who had now become the most important authority
in the medieval world, reinterpreted legal concepts.
The conflicts arising from the question of the metropolitan affiliation of the
new diocese, which was an inevitable consequence of the rivalries between Poland,
Pomerania and the Empire, were resolved by the Pomeranian bishops by subordinating their diocese directly under papal jurisdiction and thus by exempting the
bishopric, which continued to be of the utmost importance during the following
centuries.

monika rusakiewicz
Donation of wax as an example of memory of Otto of Bamberg in Pomerania
(12th–13th century)
Otto of Bamberg converted Pomerania to Christianity in the 1120s. After his
death he was buried in St. Michael’s Abbey in Bamberg, which became the
centre commemorating his deeds. The memory of Otto was restored especially
in connection with the process of his canonization, completed in 1189. But the
memory of the missionary was also alive in Pomerania and it was connected to
the activities of local dukes and bishops. Evidence of these exploits can be found
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in documents issued at that time. In my presentation I would like to show one
example of creating the memory of Otto of Bamberg in Pomerania, namely the
donation of wax, which was given by Pomeranians to Otto’s grave in Bamberg
in the 12th century. It provided for the eternal light at Otto’s grave in exchange
for a prayer for the donors. The donation was set at the request of the monks
of Bamberg and was supposed to be the proof of ‘spiritual connection’ of the
Pomeranians with Otto of Bamberg, called Apostolus Pomeranorum.

andreas kieseler
Organization of the construction process and materials used in erecting
strongholds in the west Slavic area from the 8th to 12th centuries
The object of the presentation is the rampart constructions and the organization of the construction process of Slavic strongholds erected in the northwest
of the west Slavic settlement territory in the Early and High Middle Ages (8th to
12th centuries). There, in the lowlands of north-eastern Germany and northern
Poland, the fortifications were mostly built in a simple manner with frame-like
wood constructions filled up with earth, whereas the use of stone, in comparison,
was less significant. The study focuses on the stronghold-specific construction
types, the organisation of the construction process, the supply of raw materials,
the building time and the expenditure of human labour, the construction material,
in particular the logging and treatment of different kinds of wood used in different
areas and times, and, finally, the question of specialised “stronghold builders”. As
far as archaeological and dendrological studies can be interpreted in terms of the
aforementioned issues, the reconstruction of the west Slavic stronghold building
process indicates that the erection of the early and middle Slavic fortifications,
varying greatly in size and construction, required less labour or that they were
built in a relatively short period of time. Exclusive deployment of highly skilled
craftsmen for wood engineering can only be suspected in the case of densely built
and strongly fortified strongholds of the late Slavic period, which may also be
reflected in some archaeological features.
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felix biermann
Archaeological research of the religious and political changes in the
Lutician-Pomeranian border zone west of the Oder river in the 11th/12th
centuries
The late 11th and the 12th centuries were a period of far-reaching changes in
the Lutician and associated tribal areas west of the lower reaches and the estuary
of the Oder river (nowadays Cispomerania, Eastern Mecklenburg, North-Eastern
Brandenburg, the island of Rügen, Germany). Due to internal conflicts between
tribal chiefdoms and the expansion of the neighbouring powers – Poland,
Denmark, the Holy Roman/German Empire – the traditional ruling structures
changed, the Pomeranian Greif dukes were able to expand their authority over
the territories west of the Oder river from the 1120s, and in the 12th century
established the Christian religion in the so-far pagan societies. The changes
occurred against the backdrop of prospering economy but in the violent and
warlike times. The archaeological research carried out in the last decades, focusing
on economic and political centres at the Baltic coast, ringforts as seats of the tribal
elites and their graves richly furnished with weapons and imported luxury items
as well as on places of worship and cult objects offers interesting insights into
this dramatic time of upheaval. The paper gives an overview of the religious and
political changes in the Lutician-Pomeranian border zone west of the Oder river
in the light of archaeological research.

fred ruchhöft
Rugia and Pomerania in the 12th/13th centuries
The contacts between Poland and Pomerania can be approached in different
ways. Three episodes from the history of Pomerania and Rügen will shed more
light on these connections. First: When Bolesław III from Poland reached out
to conquer Pomerania, he found the land that had abandoned tribal structures
a long time before. Already in the 10th century the central Slavic ring walls were
replaced by a few castle centres. Similarly as in Poland, a system of castellany
had developed, established by the rulers of the Obodrites between 940 and 980
and by the 12th century it had become the system reinforcing their power and
authority. Bolesław conquered the territory of Pomerania around 1120 as far as
the Oder river. Remaining in the shadow of the Polish rule, Pomerania extended
its power over many formerly Lutician territories west of the Oder. Second: With
Otto von Bamberg Christianity gained a foothold in Pomerania. The ecclesiastical
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organization was built on the secular structures, because the first churches were
erected in the centres of power. Some of these, like Groswin, Treptow/Tollense
and Wustrow/Tollensesee were rebuilt west of the Pomeranian zone.
Third: Rügen may have been under indirect Polish rule in 1121–1135, but there is
no evidence to support this conjecture. Even material goods from eastern and central Europe can only be detected archaeologically in the form of hacksilver, while
Scandinavian influences are seen everywhere. Already in ca. 1100 Rügen was in the
sphere of influence of the Danish church and Otto von Bamberg accepted this relationship. While Rügen belonged to Denmark until the 15th century, Pomerania,
strengthened by the influx of Saxon settlers, became increasingly more integrated
into the Holy Roman Empire.

tomasz wiślicz
Postcolonial readings of the medieval history of Pomerania
It has been nearly 20 years since Jeffrey Jerome Cohen put forward the problem of
using postcolonial criticism in medieval studies. The two most important critiques
of this approach – the anachronism and postcolonialism’s critical association with
modernity – have already been generally dismissed. Still, most of the research
studies which use postcolonial criticism for medieval studies either focus on
literary research or struggle with English insularity of the mainstream of the
English-speaking historiography of the Middle Ages.
There are two currents in postcolonial medieval studies. The first - which can
be described as a metacritic one – sees the Middle Ages as a period thoroughly
colonized by modernist European historiography and tries to trace and denounce
colonial practices in the historians’ writing, attributing to the Middle Ages en bloc
the role of a subaltern. The other seeks to use the intellectual tools of postcolonial
critique for historical analysis, perceiving the Middle Ages as a midcolonial period
in which we cannot find modern colonial phenomena, but which can be analysed
through a prism of the categories elaborated for the research of such phenomena.
This approach looks more fruitful for historical research, so I would like to point
out some of the postcolonial conceptual tools that seem to be applicable to the medieval historiography of Pomerania. The first of them is an awareness of unequal
and uneven forces of cultural representation which shape the interpretation of local history through the lens of the modernist concepts of nation and civilization.
The second one is an interconnection of hybridity and subalternity (being two pillars of postcolonial theory) which can help to describe the cultural phenomena in
the Pomeranian region on the span of several centuries. At last, the third one – de-
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centralizing the historiography – can serve as a research and writing strategy for
the medieval history of Pomerania.

daniel bagi
The duel between Prince Béla and a Pomeranian knight.
The Polish-Pomeranian question in the Hungarian Chronicle
The so-called Composition of the Hungarian Chronicles is a 14th century
text pool containing passages written at various times between the 11th and 14th
centuries. Its version known today comes from the Arpadian Age (997–1301), but
the texts constituting its contents are of different provenance and were written at
different times.
Chapter 79 of the Chronicle gives a very detailed description of early
Polish-Pomeranian relationships, and – we may add – of Hungarian-Polish relationships too. The chapter describes how duke Béla, later king Béla I (1060–1063),
participated in a duel with a Pomeranian knight for the good of the Polish ruling
dynasty. Interestingly, the Chronicle’s chapter was researched not only by Hungarian but also by Polish and Slovak historiography.
This paper will examine the chapter from many points of view: firstly, we need
to analyse when it might have been written (end of the 11th century, middle of the
12th century or – as many scholars thought – in the first half of the 13th century).
Secondly, it will be necessary to show who (and how) plays a role in the Chronicle’s chapter (Béla, an unnamed Polish duke, his unnamed sons, the Pomeranians).
Thirdly, it will be necessary to determine whether the chapter is based upon fictive
elements or gives authentic information about Pomerania, Poland and the time
spent by Béla there. The authenticity of the chapter is of significance, primarily because the text is composed of many literary elements (chivalric duel, deeds made
in youth, fighting for a good marriage, etc.).

joanna sobiesiak
The earliest connections between Poland and western Pomerania in medieval
and modern Czech historiography
The aim of the article is to present the information, present in Czech historiography, about the Pomeranians and the process of including western Pomerania
in the sphere of Christian civilization through contacts with the Piast monarchy.
Apart from political-cultural interrelationships, an important role in the process
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was played by the Christianization of the territory in question. The problem
under discussion has been divided into two parts. The first part will discuss the
information that medieval Bohemian historians had about the Pomeranians. We
want to find out whether the Bohemian sources of that time contain information
about the political and cultural links that connected western Pomerania with the
Piasts’ state. The second part will present how modern Czech medieval studies
present the connections between western Pomerania and Poland until the end of
the twelfth century. It follows from the analysis of the sources produced by the
early and late twelfth-century authors that the Pomeranians were perceived by
medieval Bohemian writers only as a pagan people baptised by bishop Otto of
Bamberg. The Bohemian sources of that period fail to see the links connecting
that territory and the people who inhabit it with Poland of the Piasts. In modern
Czech historiography the activity of Otto of Bamberg is broadly discussed, but
Czech historians are more interested in Otto’s participation in political events in
Bohemia (Czechia) than in his actions in Poland or in Pomerania. The connection
of Pomerania with Poland appears only as information about the indeterminate
relationship linking the Piasts with the Pomeranian dynasty and about armed
expeditions conducted by Bolesław the Wrymouth.

karol kollinger
Polish-Pomeranian relations during the tribal and early state period in Old
Rus’. Sources and the Modern Russian Historiography
The paper presents the analysis of references to the Pomeranians from the
initial part of the Povesti vremennyh let. It will also review critically the latest
Russian editions of sources and the commentaries which they include concerning
the earliest information about the Pomeranians and Pomerania as well as the
Polish-Pomeranian relations from the early 12th century. It will also discuss
the latest Russian literature devoted to these issues and will undertake to answer the question what can be read about the tribal Pomerania and the early
Polish-Pomeranian relations in the latest Russian textbooks.
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serhij seriakov
The beginnings of Poland and Pomerania in contemporary Ukrainian scholarship
The paper deals with how different aspects of the history of Poland and Pomorze
(Pomerania) (till the end of the 13th century) are perceived in modern Ukrainian
medievistic and archaeological literature. In both cases Polish-Pomeranian
issues constitute the periphery of research interests of Ukrainian scholars. They
pay less attention to it than to Byzantium or Scandinavian issues, which are
treated as a prerequisite for studying the history of Kievan Rus’. Generally,
Polish-Pomeranian issues appear when related questions from the medieval
history of Ukraine emerge, in which case they are either specifying comments
or set a wider context for the Ukrainian historical narrative. This is exemplified
by the analyses of V. Tatishchev’s report about the Bohemian campaign of the
Rus’ knyazes in 1076, the image of the state in the consciousness of the political
elite of Kievan Rus’ (Oleksiy Tolochko), marriages between Kyiv knyazes and
the ruling families from other European states (Petro Tolochko), the struggle for
power of outcast knyazes (Mykola Kotliar), authentication and localization of
ancient Slavic tribes (Maksym Zhych, Leontiy Voitovych). Much attention is paid
to the history of Rus’-Polish borderland till the end of the 12th century, namely –
Cherven towns, Przemyśl land, etc. (Leontiy Voitovych, Vadym Aristov).

marie bláhová
Transformations of the term civitas between antiquity
and the (late) Middle Ages
Europe’s Latin cultural circle was established in the Middle Ages in a written culture of ancient literacy, including the language. Latin, however, had to be adapted
to the political, social and economic changes that the European society had undergone since the downfall of the Western Roman Empire. This concerns primarily
the terminology of various areas of life in a medieval society.
Civitas is a “classic” example of the term which underwent a long evolution
since the formation of classical Rome to late antiquity to the Late Middle Ages and
reflects social transformations of nearly two millennia.
In Roman times the meaning of this term evolved from a community of citizens
to a settlement which they inhabited and its adjacent territories. In late antiquity,
its meaning was transferred to the Church community and territory, the Bishop’s
seat and the diocese.
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In western and southern Europe, in the areas that were built on Roman culture,
this sense was maintained in the Middle Ages. However, the meaning of civitas for
the community of people was receding in the Middle Ages and the term was used
mainly for the localities or possibly the surrounding areas.
In the Early Middle Ages civitas represented centres of ecclesial and secular
administration. Gradually, this meaning was transferred onto fortified sites of
a non-bishopric nature and without the ancient tradition. In territories that were
not part of the Roman Empire in ancient times, in the medieval Roman-German
empire, this term was used for new episcopal sites or other types of fortified localities, including only castles. Similarly as in the Empire, the authors who worked in
the areas situated east of the Empire, especially western Slavs, possibly Hungarians, had to adapt Latin terminology to the new conditions. In these areas, the term
civitas, or the synonymous term urbs, was used for important administrative and
economic centres, new episcopal sites, but also for larger fortified sites with adjacent settlements which were probably involved in important economic activities,
especially trade.
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